TAMA Executive Committee Telemeeting  
6/7/2017, 9:00 pm to 10:00 pm

Attendees:  
Venky Gadde, Murali Boddu, Hemanth Penmetsa, Harsha Yerneni, Aditya Gali, Manoj Tatikonda, Bharath Maddineni (India), Ram Bandreddi

Non-Attendees with Notification:  
Priya Balusu (India)

Non-Attendees with-out Notification:  
Rajesh Tadikamalla, Innaiah Yenumala

Agenda:
• Sahiti Sadassu  
• General Body Meeting (GBM)  
• Rajesh's concerns related to Sahiti Sadassu  
• Telugu Maatlaata Writeup  
• Immigration Seminar write-up.  
• Website Updates  
• Deepaavali School Booking

Meeting Minutes Summary:
• Harsha explained about Sahiti Sadassu and GBM which are scheduled for this Saturday.  
• Harsha explained how Sahiti Sadassu event came into schedule and logistics/financials etc. that Rajesh raised in whatapp communication.  
• Harsha said that he has been asking Rajesh for Telugu Maatlaata write-up and did not get any response yet. If we get it by Friday, we will include it in the Friday's news letter.  
• Bharath asked Venky to enhance Immigration Seminar write-up, and Venky agreed to send it tonight so that we can include it in Friday's news letter.  
• Harsha asked Bharath to update website with all the event updates conducted so far.  
• Innaiah shall follow up with schools for Deepaavali, but technically we cannot till August as schools are closed for Summer.  
• Venky requested everyone to attend the GBM sharp 3 pm on this Saturday.

Meeting minutes by - Venky Gadde, General Secretary